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“I am a musician, I enjoy and appreciate a wide variety of musical  styles. I can explore how sounds are made, and how music is produced by a variety of instruments. I am developing my  imagination and creativity and  am proudly developing a sense of pulse 
and rhythm. I am resilient when learning and using a range of musical vocabulary and terminology. I can develop my skills of  composition, improvisation, performance and appreciation. I am ready to  enjoy a wide range of songs and sing in tune and take re-

sponsibility to develop positive attitudes am  proud when I experience success and satisfaction in music.” 

EY: We use singing and classroom 
instruments to communicate with 
each other. 

KS1: We learn about how singing can 
help us make friends by singing to-
gether. 

KS2: We learn how Music can bring 
people closer together. 

EY: We use songs to explore Me! - ex-
plore: growing, homes, colour, toys, how 
I look . 

KS1: We find out about how Music can 
make the world a better place.  

KS2: We understand how Music can 
make the world a better place.  

EY: We focus on everyone! - and explore: family, friends, 
people and music from around the world  

KS1: We learn what songs we can learn to help through the 
day. We learn about how and why music makes us happy.  

KS2: We think about and learn how music makes a differ-
ence to us everyday. We find out about and reflect on how 
Music shapes our way of life,  

EY: We use music to help us learn 
about our World - explore: animals, 
jungle, minibeasts, night and day, 
sand and water, seaside, seasons, 
weather, sea, space  

KS1: We learn about how Music can 
teach us to look after the planet.  

KS2: We learn how music connects 
us with our planet and how it con-
nects us with our environment.  

EY: We listen to music, and sing 
songs to find out about the people 
in our community, including our 
family, friends and people around 
us. 

KS1: We find out how Music helps 
us to understand our neighbours. 
We learn how Music teaches us 
about our neighbourhood. 

KS2: We learn how Music helps us 
to get to know our community and 
about how Music teaches us about 
our community.  

EY: We use Music to find out about stories - explore: using 
our imagination, Christmas, Festivals, Fairies, Pirates, Treas-
ure, Superheroes, Let's pretend, Once upon a time.  

KS1: We find out and learn how Music can tell us stories 
from the past and how it can teach us about the past. 

KS2: We find out what stories Music tells us about the past 
and begin to understand how Music connects us to the 
past.  

We are mindful 

We are proud 

We can We are ready 

We are resilient 

We take responsibility 


